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Customer is Really the Horse!
We have always thought at Attwood Equestrian Surfaces that the customer
really is the horse. With this in mind, we are always looking for ways to
improve the experience of the horse with relation to both training and
competing. "A horse that is happy in the footing is going to be more
confident,” said Attwood. “I think of all the feedback we get on our products.
One of the most satisfying parts of my job is learning about older horses who
have a new lease on life after riding on our footing. That never gets old".
Attwood went on to say, “I am very committed to this process and the
products we sell. All horses deserve good footing. We are very pleased to be
able to provide that experience for them". #whatmakesgoodfootinggood
#attwood #fei #approvedarenafooting

Attwood Custom Curved Kickboards
Attwood Custom Curved Kickboards
Location: Aljassimya Farm, Qatar
Who knew safe could look so sexy. Introducing Attwood custom curved
kickboards. Originally developed in Germany, the curved kick wall has been
a longtime staple in Europe due to its safety performance and stunning good
looks. Our solution offers a luxurious, modern upgrade to covered or indoor
arenas in both aspects.
The kick wall can be fully customized to fit your needs and desires. You can
have a natural wood-look, or stain it any color you’d like for a more finished
look.You can also choose the width of the ledge, whether the doors slide or
swing, and utilize the functionality of the wall by store jumping poles within
them to keep your arena polished. #curvedkickboards #indoor #stablestyle
#arabians #worldclass #custom #bespoke #safety #performance #innovation
#qatar

This is Not Footing, This is Attwood!
This is not footing. This is a masterclass. This is years and years of
experience. This is a proprietary blend that provides the ultimate surface.

This is not footing. This is Attwood. #horsearena #arenafooting
#horsearenafooting #attwoodequestrian #horse #equestrian #stablelife
#pferd #cheval #jumpallthings

Know Your Arena Footing!
How much riding are you going to do greatly affects your choice of a riding
surface.
Believe it or not, arena footing does have a shelf life. Footing is actually a
rather potent material that undergoes compositional and property changes
with time and use. Eventually even sand will break down.
So when you invest in footing for you facility take in for account how many
horses, doing what kind of discipline, every day throughout the year. Five
horses a day versus fifty or more, jumping cross rails or grand prix sized
grids, teaching up down lessons or schooling Prix St. George movements.
Your footing should be engineered to meet the demands of your equestrian
life.

#whatmakesgoodfootinggood
#attwoodrideon
#rideoneq
#safety
#performance
#innovation
#pferd
#cheval
#prixstgeorge
#fei
#greatmeadowinternational
#equestrian
#arenafooting
#stablestyle
#horsesofinstagram #threedaysthreeways #equestrians

Product Profile - Eurotex
This new additive from Europe is truly affordable and easy to install. The
unique composition of Polyester and rubber fiber is further enhanced with
the addition of Geopad felt and Cleff elasticated fibers providing lateral and
vertical binding to achieve optimum consistency and cushioning. It can be
incorporated into new or existing sand arenas.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
Excellent shock absorption
Customisable to suit jumping or dressage
Helps maintain moisture retention - less watering required
Can be retro-fitted into existing sand arenas

Focus on Eurotex

Whilst it might be tempting to think that the additive is the most important
component in a non-coated, watered surface, this would be ill-advised. Especially
with this type of footing, the sand is of vital importance. Put another way, a poor
sand, even when combined with the very best additive system, still won't give rise
to a satisfactorily performing footing. This is because a significant level of the
performance derives from the interaction between sand grains and moisture. This
interaction is generally poorly understood amongst footing manufacturers,
suppliers and installers. Many will supply an additive, claiming it can be used with
any sand. In reality, an additive may slightly improve a poor sand, but will not
bring the surface up to an acceptable condition. Here at Attwood, we will not sell
our Eurotex additive unless a good sand is being specified for a new surface, or
an existing sand achieves our standard.

Our Social Media Channels

Continue to engage with us on the social media platform of your
choice, Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and Youtube. We love to hear from you!
You can also contact us at info@equestriansurfaces.com, info@attwood.in
and enquiries@aesurfaces.co.uk.
Download our previous newsletters from our archives.

Attwood Equestrian Surfaces provides
meticulously engineered surfaces that benefit
both the horse and the rider.
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